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In Brief..
Financial aid 
department 
closes office 
Monday
The UM Financial Aid 
office will be closed for 
moving on Monday, April 
23. The department will be 
moving into new, nearby 
offices within the Lodge.
The entrance to the 
office will be in the same 
place: on the second floor 
near the Food Service 
office.
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Disabled say access is most important
New business building shouldn't be top priority on UM's improvement list, ADSUM says
By Zac Jennings 
Kaimin Reporter
A new building for the UM 
School of Business Administration 
and the repair of about a mile of 
sidewalks may be important, but 
not as important as the needs of 
disabled people, said the director of
the Alliance for Disability and Stu­
dents at UM.
Phil Devers said a UM admini­
stration list of 39 important cam­
pus improvements shows skewed, 
perverted values.
Of the list's top 10 priorities, 
the third, eighth, ninth and tenth 
items dealt with access to facilities
for disabled students.
“The business school and the 
sidewalks are luxuries, and we’re 
dealing with laws,” Devers said, 
referring to a report from the Office 
of Civil Rights mandating improved 
building access for disabled people.
Devers said some of UM’s side­
walks, which have heaved up and
cracked in spots, leaving irregular 
surfaces, can pose a danger to some 
wheelchair-bound and visually 
impaired people.
But,headded, “Idon’tthinkit’s 
as serious as people not being able 
to use a restroom in abuilding where
Schools 
to discuss 
illegal drug 
access
The controversy lately is 
about illegal drugs. But 
legal medications present 
their own set of ethical 
questions.
Should AIDS patients 
have access to experimental 
drugs without FDA 
approval? Should pharma­
cists and other medical per­
sonnel be able to prescribe 
medications? Are needed 
drugs barred from the 
market by liabili ty standards 
that are too strict?
UM’s pharmacy and law 
schools will discuss those 
and other issues at a 
symposium today.
Speakers include UM 
pharmacy school Dean 
David Forbes; Thomas J. 
McGinnis, special assistant 
to the Food and Drug Ad­
ministration Office of 
Generic Products; Ronald 
Kulick, vice president and 
legal counsel for Ribi Im- 
munochem Research, and 
David Barr, staff legal 
counsel to the New York 
City Lambda Legal Defense 
and Education Fund. A 
video, “The Dilemma of a 
Person with AIDS,” will be 
shown.
The symposium will be 
held in the Blackfoot Room 
of the Village Red Lion Inn 
from 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For more information, 
call 243-4311.
Earth Day is just a reminder
Changes need to last 
a lifetime, activists say 
By Lilly Tuhilske 
for the Kaimin
Hundreds of volunteers have spent thousands of hours planning Missoula’s celebration of the 20th 
anniversary of Earth Day. But unless the 
day’s events stimulate life-long changes in 
people’s habits, the celebration could wind 
up to be more symbolic than productive, 
several local environment activists say.
“What we’re looking for is not just a sym­
pathy bout for the Earth for one day but a 
long-term sustainable change in people’s 
lifestyle,” said J.V. Bennett, a senior in 
religious studies and statewide campus 
coordinator for Earth Day.
Bennett said individuals who want to 
make environmentally sensitive changes 
should tackle one issue at a time. For 
example, they could begin by recycling 
newspapers and cans, he advised.
“Once you’ve got that ingrained into your 
lifestyle, choose another thing, like water use 
or the amount of driving you do,” he contin­
ued.
Bennett said that people should adopt a 
motto of “reduce, reuse and recycle,” 
meaning limiting the amount of resources 
they consume, using items like plastic bags, 
jars, envelopes and other goods more than 
once, and recycling that which can’t be 
reused.
Bennett said that making lifestyle changes
See "Earth," pg. 12.
"ON TOP OF THE WORLD" - UM senior 
J.V. Bennett, alias Captain Earth Day, 
gives a show of strength.
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People need to adapt to nature, history professor says
By Melanie Threlkeld
Kaimin Reporter
People’s relationship to nature needs to 
change from one of conquest to one of adap­
tation, said a University of Kansas history 
professor Thursday evening.
Donald Worster, an environmental histo­
rian, spoke to a crowd of about 250 at UM 
about the American West and man’s adapta­
tion to nature. His speech was part of the 
President's Lecture Series.
Worster said it’s time “we begin to worry 
about the ecological hazards we’re causing 
and to feel guilty about it
“We Americans did not invent the idea of 
ecological conquest,” he said, “but we made 
it emphatically our own. We saw ourselves 
marching across the continent, not only to 
dominate other human beings” but also the 
wilderness.
He added, “We thought of conquest pri­
marily in terms of overcoming nature with 
technology."
The West needs a new story, and it needs 
to be about environmental adaptation, he 
said, adding the story should be one that 
includes a new appreciation for the resilienee 
of nature - one that regards adaptation as a 
hero.
Worster said conquest became a noble 
enterprise for the white man, and “this nation
VV1 Af e saw
VV ourselves 
marching across the 
continent, not only to 
dominate other human 
beings” but also the 
wilderness.
-Donald Worster, 
University of Kansas
made the American West center stage for our 
conquest over nature.”
It’s a saga, he said, of “competing, win­
ning, beating, succeeding, battering down 
every obstacle provided by nature — gaining 
control over the West, all in the name of great 
principles.”
Worster said that “today, the first time in 
our history, we can look with some detach­
ment and some skepticism on that old 
story...of the conquest.”
Nature should be used as a model to 
emulate rather than as an abstract force to 
conquer, he added.
Quoting 19th century essayist Frederick 
Jackson Turner, Worster said, “‘Little by 
little, he transforms the wilderness.*
“That’s the story in a nutshell,” Worster 
said. “That’s our story, what we’ve been up 
to.”
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Cdebrate ‘Earth (Day...
SAVE 
OUR 
PLANET!
-The Kaimin Editorial Staff
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Something w 
the dog threw up
A.I.R.F.A. Said fast, it sounds like 
something the dog threw up. Actually, it 
was something the U.S. Congress threw 
up, in response to native demands that 
they be allowed to freely practice their 
religion on their ancestral homelands. It 
stands for American Indian Religious
Freedom Act. The Act was passed into 
law in 1978. It doesn’t mean anything. It 
means just what it sounds like - some­
thing the dog threw up.
Earlier this week, the U.S. Supreme 
Court ruled that the centuries-old practice
Woody 
Kipp
of using peyote by the Native American 
Church will no longer be permitted.
In 19761 sat through an all-night 
peyote ceremony in Kansas with members 
of the Pottawottomi band of natives. It 
was a very solemn ceremony, starting at 
dusk and lasting till dawn. While the 
ceremony was going on, women of the 
tribe cooked food outside the tepee where 
the peyote songs were being sung. The 
peyote ingested during the ceremony is 
taken as a sacrament It has nothing to do 
with recreational use of hallucinogenic 
drugs. After the ceremony ended at 
daybreak, the food that had been cooked, 
which is considered sacred, having been 
cooked over a sacred fire, was eaten.
I would hazard a guess that none of the 
Supreme Court justices have ever taken 
part in a ritualized peyote ceremony. 
Religious freedom is under attack in this 
country. Many of the people who fled 
their homelands in favor of America did 
so because of religious persecution.
In another Supreme Court decision a 
couple of years ago — the Go-Road case -- 
natives were once again prevented from 
enforcing the provisions of the American 
Indian Religious Freedom Act. The law, 
like the treaties, mean nothing in the face 
of money.
There are larger implications for the 
American public, however. The First 
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution is 
gradually being weakened by conserva­
tive, business-oriented Supreme Court 
justices. These same justices allow multi­
national corporations to ride roughshod 
over the land, laying waste and polluting. 
All you have to do is prove you’re making 
money that can be taxed. Then you are in 
the fold.
To natives, the land itself represents 
wealth, but not of the money kind. A 
friend of mine, who is a Christian 
fundamentalist, believes the Devil has 
been turned loose in this land. The 
Supreme Court decisions outlawing 
prayer in schools, outlawing native 
ceremonies, outlawing seemingly 
anything that hints of the human spirit, 
makes me wonder if maybe he isn’t right.
The American Indian Religious 
Freedom Act law didn’t last long. The 
ink that they used to write the law was 
still wet when it went to the High Court. 
AIRFA, it was treated just the way it 
sounds.
Woody Kipp Is a senior 
In journalism
y :
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UM students join hands to save environment
CARILLONNEUR John Ellis plays the chimes In Main Hall 
during "Hands Around the Oval” at noon Thursday.
Photo by Sonja Puflestad
'Hands Around the Oval' unites students in song
By Laurel McDonald 
K aimin Reporter
All we are saying is give 
earth a chance,
All we are saying is give 
earth a chance,
That’s all we're saying so 
join in the dance.
To the tune of Main Hall’s 
tower chimes, UM students 
joined “Hands Around the 
Oval,” swaying and singing at 
noon Thursday.
About 35 students circled 
the Oval, singing and discuss­
ing the Earth and its resources. 
“Hands Around the Oval” was 
the brainchild of Philip Stephens, 
a sophomore in general studies. 
Earlier in the week, Stephens said 
he thought the union would be a 
time for people to be “equal parts 
of a circle” and the idea would 
blend nicely with campus 
activities correlated with “Earth 
Day.”
As the chimes began, only 
three students had gathered, but 
while bicycles weaved through 
noon-time foot traffic more 
people joined the link.
“There’s always room for an-
UM STUDENTS join hands, sing and discuss the Earth and its resources. "Hands Around the 
Oval" was sophomore Philip Stephens' idea.
other peacemaker,” Duminda 
Dezoysa, a senior in political sci­
ence, told observers.
Dezoysa said he wished more 
people would “unite to save the 
environment” because “without 
an environment, there wouldn’t be 
any hands to hold.”
Ritchie Doyle, an English stu­
dent said, “These actions are 
beautiful but they’re not ulti­
mate.”
Doyle, who led some of the 
songs, said “activities like this 
just shouldn’t be token gestures.” 
People need to take action to pro­
tect the environment, he said.
Katie Mac Millen, a graduate 
student in environmental studies, 
said people often refer to the
Photo by Jahn Youngbear 
planet as “mother earth.” Com­
paring the Earth with mother­
hood “doesn’t seem that wise 
or safe,” she said. She said a 
mother is often an “inexhaust­
ible source” of love and energy 
who will continually “pick up 
after us.”
The Earth won’t pick up 
after its inhabitants, she said.
Sheep would destroy beauty of mountain, professor says
By Amber L. Richey
for the Kaimin
Having bighorn sheep on Mount Sentinel 
will destroy the aesthetic value of Missoula’s 
most visible mountain, an opponent of a 
proposal to relocate the animals said Thurs­
day nighL
Rob Balch, a sociology professor at UM, 
said he has noticed an increase in trails and 
litter on the mountain during the pastlO years 
he’s been hiking it. He said placing an 
attraction such as sheep on the mountain 
would only increase the number of users, 
which in turn would increase the number of 
trails and amount of litter.
Four students from a forestry class pre­
sented to the 20 people at a UM meeting the 
problems and benefits a proposal to trans­
plant 50 to 60 sheep to the mountain could 
have.
“The benefits outweigh the impacts,” said 
Doug Brimeyer, a senior in wildlife biology.
Seeing the sheep on the mountain would 
be aesthetically pleasing to the homeowners 
in Missoula and the tourists, he said.
“People would become more aware of 
wildlife,” for the sake of wildlife itself, Bri­
meyer said.
Julie Burrows, a junior in wildlife biol­
ogy, admitted there will probably be an in­
crease in use of the trailson the mountain, but 
hopes that educating the community will 
decrease any problems that could occur with 
the sheep.
She also said the sheep could draw atten­
tion to existing problems with the trails, such 
as erosion.
Hank Fischer, the Rocky Mountain region 
representative for the Defenders of Wildlife, 
has been working with about a dozen UM 
students and faculty members to come up 
with an assessment of the plan. The plan is 
subject to approval by the Montana Depart­
ment of Fish, Wildlife and Parks.
Community access television will be available Sunday on Missoula stations
By B. Craig Stauber 
for the Kai nun
After almost a decade of nego­
tiations and preparation, Missoula 
Community Access Television will 
begin broadcasting on Sunday at 4 
p.m.
“Earth Day. Seems like a good 
day for birth,” says Randy Ammon,
MCAT executive director.
Community access television 
provides equipment, training and a 
dedicated channel for government, 
educational and public access pro­
VERYDAY
YOU CAN GET
2 FOR 1 PRINTS
STANDARD 3x5 COLOR PRINTS 
(DEVELOP AND PRINT ROLLS ONLY)
127 N HIGGINS • DOWNTOWN • 549-1070
3:57 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
5:15 p.m.
MCAT Program Schedule for Earth Day
Sign-on/messages
Earth Day Special (live from the studio, videotaped 
Earth Day activities and previews of coming attractions)
Jack Gladstone In Concert (n ASUM and 
International Wildlife Film Festival production)
The Last Best Place (Annlck Smith’s production 
based on readings from the best-selling anthology)
5:45 p.m. Diet Coke Montana (a Gene Bernofsky vision)
6:15 p.m. The Wild Rockies (alliance for the Wild Rockies
examination of issues challenging this ecosystem)
6:45 p.m. Montana Music: Butterfly Herbs (acoustic music
performed by Missoula musicians, produced by Artemis) 
7:30 p.m. The Performing Arts in Missoula (a look at a
Montana-based opera and the performing arts In Montana)
grams.
“We’ll involve anyone in Mis­
soula who’s interested,” said Ron 
Wheeler, a member of the MCAT 
board of directors.
The first week’s schedule offers 
a variety of programs, including 
environmental, musical and arts 
segments, and will be typical of 
future programming, says Mary 
Canty, MCAT assistant director.
MCAT’s programs will be dif­
It’s KEG Time!
Party Balls...$19.99
All Miller 6 pk Bottles...$2.99 
NOW HERE - BUD DRY!
ferent than what viewers are used 
to, because most programs will be 
produced locally.
“It’s a lot like setting up a tra­
peze; the first few people who go on
A
Try Our
Deli J
Great Sandwiches
• Salads
• Chicken
• PIZZA 
—Z
it take a plunge,” says Gene Bem- 
ofsky, a member of MCAT’s board 
of directors.
Ammon encourages people with 
an idea for a show to come and 
discuss it and sign up for work­
shops.
MCAT has portable cameras, 
studio cameras and editing equip­
ment to produce shows. Work­
shops about using the equipment 
are being offered free to any inter­
ested city resident.
After completing the workshops, 
people will be able to check out 
equipment and use the studios. 
There is no charge for equipment 
use, but all producers must supply 
their own videotape.
MCAT will be shown on chan­
nel 22, sharing time with the 
Weather Channel.
' ................    I. 1,|, | .J
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Letters of more than 300 
words and letters not typed 
and double spaced probably 
won't be published.
Letters that don't include a 
signature, valid mailing ad­
dress, telephone number and 
student's year and major will 
not be published.
Honesty the 
best policy?
Editor:
Please sign: C.I. 58 The Fully 
Informed Jury Amendment.
The Fully Informed Jury 
Amendment does not create any 
new rights. The Right of Jurors 
to vote their conscience predates 
the Magna Charts. Juries utilizing 
discretion in rendering verdicts 
has strong historical credentials. 
Before our revolution and after, 
people held a basic distrust in 
government, rooted in first-hand 
experience with government 
abuse. The jury has always been 
the foundation of the bill of rights 
because it has the best opportu­
nity to protect minorities against 
oppressive majorities.
It is no secret that busy legisla­
tors are often unable to fully 
study the confusing legislation 
that they vote on and many are 
biased by special interests, and 
honest legislators admit that they 
pass some bad laws. Take 
prohibition, for example; it took 
not guilty verdicts by thousands 
of juries before the Congress 
removed the law from the books. 
Or consider the Fugitive Slave 
Laws of the 1850s which made it 
illegal to help a slave escape his 
master. That law was rendered 
unenforceable in the north by 
juries which refused to convict.
No one denies that jurors have 
the right, ability, power, or 
authority to judge the law in 
rendering a not guilty verdict; in 
fact, Maryland still instructs this 
way.
Yet Montana judges tell jurors 
that they must not, are not at 
liberty to, that it would be 
unlawful for them to, and then are 
made to lake an oath that they 
will not judge the law.
Isn't honesty the best policy?
Joe Jindr ich 
Missoula resident
Technology Day
Editor:
So you want me to celebrate 
Earth Day, huh? What about 
Technology Day? Why, especially 
in this country, isn’t a day set 
aside to recognize the achieve­
ments of the human intellect? It is 
man’s mind that has given you 
cars. It is man’s mind that has 
given you telephones. What has 
the Earth given to man? Pesti­
lence, famine, plagues, diseases, 
hunger. Try to tell some poor, 
starving, disease-ridden serf in a 
Third World country that he 
would rather live “in harmony 
with nature” than with technol­
ogy. Your leftist reasoning is 
perverted and anti-intellectual. 
Want to live with nature? Go 
sleep in a mud hut, but leave the 
real world alone.
By the way, I drove to school 
on Wednesday in a car that 
probably “conserves” twice as 
much fuel as all your 
Volkswagen busses combined.
Jamie Kelly 
junior, journalism
Go for it
Editor:
When I was in junior high 
school, I was part of a panel 
instructed to select a topic of real 
concern for discussion in social 
studies class. Our panel selected, 
by majority vote, to discuss our 
parents’ hostility toward the 
newest singing sensation, Elvis 
Presley. My, weren’t we mature. 
I couldn’t help but experience a 
little deja vu when I read the 
Opinion column on Wednesday, 
April 18.
The last dance I attended was 
a junior high dance that my wife 
and I were co-chaperoning and 
there was no line of shy boys on 
one side of the room and a line of 
shy girls on the other. What there 
was, was pubescent boys groping 
pubescent girls* fannies in a giant 
room where the noise was so loud 
I had to shout in my wife’s ear 
from a distance of three inches in 
order for her to hear me.
However, morality and 
cochlear damage are not the 
issues in the Supreme Court 
decision. The issue there is the 
school board’s responsibility 
under law to maintain those 
public properties under their 
superintendence as they best see 
fiL Not as students see fit, but as 
the school board sees fit
It is a good idea for the 
affected students to decide 
whether or not to have dances, 
but with this proviso; since they 
are still under parental authority, 
they must have parental approval.
Then all they will need is a 
location off school property. Go 
for it, kids. Show that nasty ole 
school board a thing or two. 
Show them that you are respon­
sible citizens preparing to take 
your place in society and not a 
gaggle of whining, simpering 
children who have been thwarted 
by the establishment again.
Think about it, Lisa.
Jim Kittle 
junior, general studies
Big Brother 
is watching 
Editor:
In response to Ms. Navarro’s 
letter concerning the activities, or 
lack thereof, of the CIA it is obvi­
ous that the red, white and blue 
wool has been pulled over her 
eyes. In her listing of American 
governmental agencies working 
for the good (?) of the nation 
(which included the CIA, the FBI 
and the DEA) she forgot to 
include NS A and the America 
mafia. In 1974 the director of the 
CIA stated that the CIA will 
“collect material on U.S. citizens 
engaged in 'questionable* 
political activity.” Between 1967 
and 1974 the CIA had collected 
over 10,000 files on people 
engaged in “questionable” 
activities. The only bit of truth in 
Ms. Navarro’s letter is her claim 
of the CIA’s involvement in 
halting the spread of commu­
nism. For example,m in 1974, the 
CIA was involved in the murder 
of Dominican Republic president, 
Rafael Trujillo, because he had 
become “too friendly with the 
communists.” There is also 
considerable proof that the CIA, 
rather than Lee Harvey Oswald, 
was responsible for the assassina­
tion of President Kennedy. It is 
unfortunate that in a nation with 
such promise as we have, that 
agencies like the CIA must exist 
Perhaps Orwell was not so far off 
when he wrote “Big Brother is 
watching you!”
Hal Landvoigt 
freshman, anthropology
Set an example
Editor:
To the Campus Security, 
Some example you guys set 
on Clean Air Day. Everywhere I 
turned I saw a patrol car drive by.
See "Example," pg. 5.
EARTH WEEK EVENT
RAIN FOREST MOVIE
"Amazonian: The Road to the End 
of the Forest"
Friday, April 20, 7 p.m.
Journalism Room 304
Footage of Nature peoples, Chico Mendes & more!
This Week at Campus Rec
Recreation Annex*
April 20 - 26
Friday April 20 6:30 am - 8 pm
Saturday April 21, Sunday Apr. 22 10 am - 5 pm
Monday Apr. 23 -Thursday Apr. 26 6:30 am - 11 pm
•check specific schedules for open gym and weight room hours.
Outdoor Equipment Rentals
Rafts, canoes, tents, etc. (Rec. Annex)
Schreiber Gym
Friday Apr. 20 running track A lockers 
weight room 
open gym
7 am-10pm
1 pm - 6 pm 
1130am- 1 pm
Saturday Apr.21 A Sunday Apr. 22 all faeflkie* rin—ii 12 noon - 4pm 
Monday Apr. 23 - Thursday Apr. 26:
running track A lockers 7am - 10pm
Friday April 20
Sat April 21
Mon. Apr.23 - Thun. Apr. 26
12noon - 5 pm
11 am -2pm
12noon - 5 pm
weight room 
open gym
The Good Food Store cares about your health and 
the health of the environment. That's why we strongly 
support and promote organic growers. Organic 
foods are those produced without the use of syn­
thetic pesticides, fertilizers, artificial additives, pre­
servatives or irradiation. By buying organic you're 
caring for your body and the earth.
Organic Valenica Oranges..........494 
Heinke Organic
Apple Juice, 32 oz.....wa»$i.eo...............$1.15
Organic Kettle Chip
Potato Chips, 5 oz....w®i»$i45............994
J920 Kensington • 9 a.m.-8p.m. Monday-Saturday
Thun.
Fri.
Sil 
Sun.
Tims.
Wed.
Apr. 20
Apr.21
Apr. 22
Apr. 24
Apr. 25
Outdoor Program
HPE Rock climbing 3-5 pm 
HPE River Guiding and Running
HPE Rock Field Trip
HPE Rock Held Trip
Open Boating 7-9 pm
"Montana Centennial Bike Trip" multi-media presentation 
on 1200 mile bike tour presented by Jane McAllister and 
Diana Stickney. 7:00 pm
Outdoor Gear Sale UC Mall
7 ajn.- 11 aun. equipment check in.
12 noon - 4 p.m. The Sale
4 p.m. - 8 p.m. equipment return. 
Basic Kayaking 8 - 10 pm
Intramurals
FHA117A
3-Spn FH214
Grizzly Pool
LA 11,FREE
lpm- 6pm 
1130-1pm
Apr. 26 Grizzly Pool
Upcoming Intramural Events
Boccc Tournament 
Fast Pitch Softball 
Grizzly Triathlon
Entries due May 3,12 noon 
Entries due May 3,5 pm.
Entries due May 4.
2. Childrens A Adult, - Tuesday A Thursday evening swim lessons.Session rum May 1 - May 31. 
, Class times: 6:05 - 6:35 pm & 6:45 - 7:15 - childrens. 7.20 - 8:00 pm - Adults.
UM Qnaly Trillhtan, May 12,1990 - Register by May 4,1990.
Grizzly Pool
Sunday, April 22 In addition to our regular pool hours.
6- 7 pm Masters Swim
7- 9 pm Open Kayaking
Monday, April 23: BsgisUaiifia 7 am - 7 pm. for the fallowing program:
1. Childrens afteachool swim lessons. Session runs April 30 - May 11.
Class times: 3:40 - 4:10 & 4:00 - 450.
For Addition d Information regarding Grizzly Pool program* call 243-2763
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Example----------
from page 4.
Don’t you people think your 
patrol cars pollute too?
I thought the idea to have stu­
dents, faculty and staff ride free 
on buses was great, but you 
should have backed up your 
support for Clean Air Day by 
riding patrol bikes instead of 
cars.
Jamie Lennox 
sophomore, liberal arts
Applaud the 
Greeks?
Editor:
In the April 18 Kaimin, a 
chairwoman of UM's Panhellenic 
Council talked about how the 
Greeks should interact with the 
public. She said that more subtle 
services should be done.
In fact, the Greeks at UM have 
always been doing a great job. 
The latest example is their “subtle 
sponsorship” of Earth Day.
If you walk down University 
Avenue, you will discover a mar­
velous phenomenon — tons of 
white toilet paper is hanging on 
the trees outside several Greek 
houses.
What the Greeks are doing is 
to remind us that toilet paper is 
closely connected with trees; 
toilet paper and all other papers 
FESflvAL^O
Paid for by The Shack.
are made of wood. By demon­
strating such a splendid show, the 
Greeks are telling us not to waste 
paper. Save a tree!
We really should applaud the 
Greeks for their thoughtful 
action. Not only are they using a 
highly creative negative example, 
but they are also doing it in an 
“anonymous approach.” They do 
not seek a name in any of the 
Earth Day literature.
Three cheers for the Greeks! 
They sacrifice their reputation to 
do such infamous things so as to 
educate us on this important 
issue.
Kin-ming Liu 
junior, philosophy and 
liberal arts
Face the truth
Editor:
I am writing in response to 
Madeline Navarro’s letter (April 
18,1990), regarding Tom 
Walsh’s editorial (April 17, 
1990), and her feeling about the 
CIA.
Dear Madeline,
Once upon a time, not too 
many years ago, a man named 
John Stockwell believed in the 
CIA. He, like you, believed that 
the CIA did not plot assassina­
tions of world leaders, did not 
undermine the U.S. Constitution, 
was not involved in drug running 
CHUCK FINDLEY
FRIDAY, APRIL 27
8:00 P.M.
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS $4 
GENERAL ADMISSION $6
TOOTS THIELEMANS
SATURDAY, APRIL 28
8:00 P.M.
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS $4 
GENERAL ADMISSION $6
WITH THE UM JAZZ BAND UNDER 
THE DIRECTION OF LANCE BOYD
TICKET OUTLETS:
UC BOOKSTORE, THE MUSIC CENTER, 
ELECTRONIC SOUND & PERCUSSION, 
ROCKIN’ RUDY’S
SPONSORS:
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or illegal activities. He too, 
bel ieved that the CIA was 
involved with halting the spread 
of communism. Mr. Stockwell 
believed in the CIA so much, that 
he dedicated his life to the 
organization. He became one of 
their top agents. He was damn 
good at his job.
Mr. Stockwell travelled the 
world for the CIA, and was 
involved in many covert opera­
tions. Among his jobs, he was 
promoted to lead the covert 
operations in Angola. He began to 
see things that threatened his 
unwavering dedication to the CIA 
and their policies.
One day, Madeline, John 
Stockwell woke up. His fantasies 
of the CIA had been shattered. 
The organization was not clean. 
The practices were not moral. The 
justifications were obscene. His 
conscience, trained to obey, 
finally submitted to the ugly truth 
of our sometimes ugly world. 
John Stockwell left the CIA.
I challenge you, Madeline, and 
others who may have doubts 
about the role of the CIA, to read 
Mr. Stockwell’s book, “Secret 
Wars of the CIA.” In this book, 
he documents illegal, unconstitu­
tional and highly disturbing 
practices conducted by the CIA. 
If you do not believe Mr. Stock- 
well, the highest ranking officer 
ever to defect, you can look the 
facts up for yourself. It is all on 
public record in public libraries.
The problem is we are often 
horrified to face the truth. It is 
difficult to destroy fantasies we 
want to believe. We must have 
the strength to admit our faults, 
personal and national, and work 
toward building a democracy, 
based on truth, and allegiance to 
the Constitution of the United 
States.
Jim Parker 
junior, education
Write Congress
Editor:
To kick off Earth Week last 
Monday, the Badger Chapter of 
the Glacier-Two Medicine 
Alliance held a conference 
dealing with the issue surround­
ing the Badger-Two Medicine. 
Some vital topics were discussed 
and argued, with an overwhelm­
ing support for wilderness in the 
Badger. The Badger is still 
threatened with the possibility of 
oil and gas drilling in the heart of 
the area. Chevron and American 
Petrofina currently have leases to 
drill within this unprotected area, 
at Hall Creek and near Goat 
Mountain. Drilling would require 
the construction of 20-plus miles 
of roads, the erections of the 200- 
plus foot tall rigs, and continual 
human activity. The Forest 
Service backs this development.
The people, however, fully 
support wilderness designation! 
We revealed 7,000-plus petition 
signatures in support of a policy 
demanding the halt of develop­
ment activities and to place the 
area under wilderness study. In
The Montana Kaimin is accepting 
guest columns for publication.
Submissions should be about 2 pages, typed, 
double-spaced and on a topic of university interest.
Turn in entries in Journalism 206.
Crystals, The Cosmos 
and Christ: 
Examining the New Age
Featured Speaker:
Cynthia Yates
Where: Rankin Hall 202 
When: Wed., April 25th 
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Sponsored by Chi Alpha 
College Ministries
addition, a bill is in the U.S. Con­
gress to put the area under study, 
giving the Forest Service and the 
Blackfeet tribe the opportunity to 
come up with a joint plan. How­
ever, this bill is on the back 
burner due to the “wilderness” 
bills of Bums and Baucus. 
Though Baucus’ bill is alarmingly 
and unacceptably incomplete for 
the entire state of Montana, it 
does include language to place 
the Badger under Congressional 
Wilderness study. This is also 
incomplete, because it does not 
include the entire acreage that is 
wild. The northern third (approx.) 
is not included, meaning the 
American Petrofina could still 
drill. This is preposterous! 
Incompletely protecting the 
Badger means incomplete 
protection for the wildlife, the 
Glacier-Bob Marshall Ecosystem, 
and the cultural rights of tradi­
tional Blackfeet. I urge everyone 
to write Congress and demand 
better wilderness protection in 
Montana, including support for 
complete protection of the 
Badger-Two Med! Development 
of the Badger has been stopped so 
far because of the outrage voice 
by the people. It works. Let’s 
keep it up!
— Please contact the Badger 
Chapter if you have any ques­
tions.
Senator______
U.S. Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510
Representative______
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515
Jason Wilmot
freshman, general studies
The Montana 
Kaimin and 
The Journalism 
School 
have two work 
study openings for 
the 
Journalism School's 
Mac lab.
Applicants must:
Have Work Study 
Have some 
knowledge of 
Macintosh 
Computers
Applications due 
Monday. April 23, 
5:00 p.m.
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Take me to the river
(and slip me the Buddha)
Photo by PaifB MihdaouMIKE JOHNSTON
By Mike Johnston 
for the Kaimin
u n til last Saturday when a friend cornered me with a rented canoe, I had evaded every opportunity to paddle the Clark Fork. It’s not that I’ve been too busy; I’ve simply been afraid.
My apprehension of 
moving water is not unfounded: I have been 
swallowed by rogue ocean waves, masti­
cated in river hydraulics and forcefully sub­
merged in the churning swell of an elemen­
tary school toilet
I have been filled with a deep respect for 
moving water. So before leaving on the 
trip, I sought expert advice.
Doug Schott, owner of Clark Fork Land­
ing, rents canoes for $10 a day but discour­
ages inexperienced paddlers from canoeing 
through town this time of year.
“It’s just a bad time when the water’s 
this high,” Schott said. “If you haven’t 
canoed a lot you can get into trouble.”
Schott cited the weirs near the foot­
bridge and Higgins Avenue as dangerous 
spots. Built to divert water to irrigation 
ditches, the small rock dams create 
hydraulic river waves that can be fatal. 
Schott recommends the Mac lay Bridge to 
Kona Road section of the river because it 
doesn’t have as many obstacles at high 
water as other stretches. However, 40- 
degree water is unforgiving if you get 
careless.
After some heated debate, I persuaded 
my friend Ernest to put in at Maclay. This 
did not totally satisfy Ernest, who feels that 
anything worthwhile must be hazardous. 
He said we would’ve had to gel creative to 
come up with a more insipid trip. So, with 
me clinging to life — and with Ernest 
longing to cheat death — we put in beneath
Maclay Bridge.
The current was thick brown with sedi­
ment It immediately grabbed our bow and 
yanked us into the current. This was not the 
same peaceful river I had taken for granted 
from the footbridge every day. It was an 
unfamiliar, powerful leviathan that made 
me feel as if I’d better come to terms with it 
or risk its wrath. It’s unfortunate that I am 
moved to reverence only by natural forces I 
can’t control. The exception to this seems to 
be the flow of my digestive system.
While I wanted to stay within lunging 
distance of shore, Ernest, steering from the 
stem, zig-zagged us across the current to 
battle every wave and rapid. Anxiety and 
tunnel vision gripped me. I forgot about the 
river and focused on getting the damn trip 
over with. I fixated on our Kona Road 
destination so intensely that I can’t recall 
the first half hour of paddling.
But a river has ways of making the 
moment inescapable. It pulls you in and 
carries you effortlessly, making you feel 
like a part of it Ernest says it kind of “slips 
you the Buddha.” A river guide would 
know.
Downstream from Maclay Bridge, where 
the Clark Fork curls across the open pasture 
land like a great brown ribbon, I started 
paying attention. We were amazed at the 
amount of wildlife along the river. Mule 
deer feeding on the banks paused to watch 
us approach and then bounced away. Two 
red-tail hawks perched motionless on fence 
posts, too dignified to take notice of our 
passage. As we rounded a wide bend, a 
golden eagle that was carving the clouds in 
slow circles suddenly shot down double­
fisted behind some trees.
Before we knew it we were at Kona 
Road, regretting that the excursion was over 
and planning to do it again. Until then I’ll 
be content to pause on the campus foot­
bridge - and see if the river will still slip 
me the Buddha.
kJn
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Long Island Tea Social
Friday & Saturday nights 
at the
MONTANA 
XVXXNXNG CO.
Steak House C Lounge
New Neon Drinks 
receive a free Neon bracelet 
Specialty Teas (9-11 p m.) 
$2.50 
Specialty Drinks (9-iip.mj 
$1.00 OFF
I.D.'s required
JOIN
CONGRESSMAN 
PAT WILLIAMS
FOR A DISCUSSION ON
EARTH DAY 1990
2:30 P.M., Friday, April 20
Room 352, Social Sciences Building
University of Montana
Paid for by Pat Williams Committee, Box 1990, Helena, MT, 59601
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Purifying 
the 
Clark 
Fork
Missoula group serves 
as watchdog for river
By Tara Gallagher 
for the Kaimin
icture Missoula’s backyard P — a river so clean you can
take a worry-free swim, or 
set a fly on a riffle or plunk 
a worm in a hole and pull in 
a trout; that simple.
“There’s no reason that 
shouldn’t be able to occur,” 
says Bruce Farling, deputy 
director of the Clark Fork Coalition, a five- 
year-old Missoula-based river watchdog 
group.
Now picture the pre-Earth Day 1970 
Clark Fork River — a 320-mile river running 
from its headwaters at Silver Bow Creek 
near Butte to Lake Pend Oreille in Idaho - 
partially dead, lined with car bodies, flowing 
with sewage and trash.
Farling says, “Twenty years ago, the 
Clark Fork occasionally still ran red in 
Missoula,” when the Anaconda Copper Co. 
discharged untreated mine wastes into Silver 
Bow.
Even 100 years ago, citizens complained 
about the Clark Fork’s condition.
“But how do you fight the Anaconda 
Copper Co., especially when you worked for 
them; especially when all the newspapers 
worked for them; especially when all the 
legislators worked for them?” Farling asks.
Residents along the Clark Fork Basin had 
made strides in cleaning up the river by the 
1960s, after Anaconda Copper had lost its 
grip on the state in the 1950s. But real 
rejuvenation awaited greater public aware­
ness, Montana’s environmentally progres­
sive constitution and legislation of the 1970s, 
including the Montana Environmental Policy 
Act and the Clean Water Act, Farling says.
“That whole new tool box of environ­
mental laws that we got in the early 1970s 
really gave people who had previously been 
frustrated the ability to go out and start 
cleaning up this river,” he says, “or at least 
preventing additional pollution.”
The Clark Fork Coalition emerged in 
1984, created from a grassroots outcry 
against Champion International’s effort to 
increase its discharge into the Clark Fork at 
its Frenchtown pulp mill, Farling says. 
Public pressure led to an environmental 
impact statement and concessions to
environmental concerns.
Peter Nielsen, the coalition’s executive 
director, recalls touring a Superfund site at 
the coalition’s first public meeting in 
Anaconda. A former river outfitter, Nielsen 
went to float participants on the river but 
instead toured the tailings ponds just below 
the Anaconda smelter.
“I got a real eye-opening view of the 
problem up there by going out in the middle 
of the Opportunity Ponds,” he says. “It’s 
2,000 acres of complete and utter devasta­
tion.”
Since then, the coalition — with four per­
manent staff, headquarters in an old 
building near the river on Fourth Street and a 
branch office in Sandpoint, Idaho - has 
intervened in Montana Power Co.’s relicen­
sing of Milltown Dam, challenged a 
Burlington Northern permit on a hazardous 
waste site, pushed for a ban on phosphate 
detergents and organized citizen pressure on 
Superfund issues.
Farling says the coalition encourages 
towns along the Clark Fork to view the river 
as the focus for a basin community. He 
characterizes the coalition as “a different 
kind of environmental group” with diverse 
membership, encompassing 1,000 individu­
als and more than 100 groups and busi­
nesses, including Montana Power Co. and 
Stone Container, current owner of the 
Frenchtown mill.
LIKE MUCH of the Clark Fork River, this bank served as a 
handy repository for junk vehicles in the late 1960s.
Photo courtesy of dark Farit Coalition
The coalition also differs because it mini­
mizes polarity, Farling says, acknowledging 
that the coalition has some enemies, 
including some in the governor's office and 
the mining industry.
“We’ll talk to the other guys,” he says. 
“We may not always agree with them, we 
may not come to consensus, but we’ll try.”
“We don’t spend a lot of money on law­
yers,” he adds.
Gary Langley, executive director of the 
Montana Mining Association, says of the 
coalition: “I think they have been a fairly 
responsible group as far as those types of 
groups go.”
Bill Henderson, environmental supervisor 
at Stone Container, says the coalition has 
benefited the Clark Fork Basin. He applauds 
the coalition’s non-confrontational ap­
proach.
“Sometimes we don’t necessarily agree 
on everything, but I think it’s been a good
See "Watchdog," pg 12.
USED BICYCLE and 
OUTDOOR GEAR SALE
April 25 - University Center Mall 
at the University of Montana
7 a.m. -11 a.m.
11 a.m. -12 noon
12 noon - 4 p.m.
4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Check in equipment 
for sale
Workers' Sale*
SALE
Pick up unsold
equipment
The Campus Recreation Outdoor Program 
retains 15% of the price of all Items sold. 
* You must work a minimum of 3 hours to 
attend the workers' sale.
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'Walkin' Jim to sing 
on behalf of the land
By Woody Kipp
for the Kaimin
The good things in life are free. This venerated 
saying will come true Sunday when wilderness 
walker-singer-philosopher Walkin’ Jim Stoltz 
performs in the Harold C. Urey (Underground) 
Lecture Hall on the UM campus.
Stoltz has walked 17,000 miles in America, 
singing of the value and beauty of wild places.
“I’d like to make people aware that every day 
should be Earth Day,” Stoltz said. Originally from 
the East Coast, Stoltz, along with his wife Leslie, 
now makes his home in the West, at Big Sky.
Stoltz has performed in 30 states, singing his 
message of wilderness preservation and respect for 
the earth’s plants, animals and resources. In 1979 he 
walked the Continental Divide from the Mexican 
border to the Canadian border. Earlier, he had 
walked from Maine to the state of Washington.
“I’ve had a couple of tense moments with grizzly 
bears, but have never been harmed,” said Stoltz. He 
started walking in the early ’70s.
Interviewed from his home in Big Sky, Stoltz said 
he often has loggers in his audiences. “They seem to 
identify with my music,” he said. “Many of the 
people who work in the woods have a highly 
developed wilderness ethic.”
Stoltz said people on the East Coast are often 
unaware the lands he sings about are public. “They 
have very little public land on the East Coast and are 
unaware that they have a stake in the vast public 
lands of the western states,” he said. “A 100- acre 
undeveloped parcel of wildlands in the East is 
considered large.”
Stoltz shows slides as he plays his music. “Fifty 
percent of my slide show is of pictures taken in 
wilderness areas,” he said. “It is a very effective way 
of getting my point across.” His multi-media show is 
entitled “Forever Wild."
Stoltz, as he walks the wilderness trails of 
America, carries his guitar --which he knows as 
Stella — and writes many of his lyrics as he travels. 
Variety magazine has described Stoltz as “having a 
rich voice that sounds as deep as some of the 
canyons he’s walked.” Stoltz is regularly featured on
See "Jim," pg. 9.
‘Catfish’ John publishes guitar book
By John Fire hammer 
Arts Editor
“Catfish” John Tisdell has been a 
regular presence on the Missoula 
music scene for about 12 years now. 
But the folk and blues guitarist will be 
more visible than usual this Saturday.
Tisdell will spend Saturday after­
noon signing copies of his newly-re­
leased beginning guitar textbook at 
Dickinson Music Center, at 3014 
Brooks. Later on he’ll present an ex­
panded version of his live music pro­
gram, “Radio Jamboree,” on KUFM.
Tisdell, who’s been teaching guitar 
privately for several years, said the 
idea of a guitar book “is something 
that’s been growing for a long time.” 
He said the handouts he makes for his 
students have become voluminous
“CATFISH” JOHN TISDELL
and difficult to organize, so compiling 
a book seemed like a logical step.
“The Beginning Guitar Book” tells 
aspiring guitarists how to get started 
playing their instruments. Included is 
information about chords, reading 
tabulature and music notation, 
transposing, finger-picking and 
rhythm and lead guitar techniques.
Many music texts assume students 
already have some musical ability and 
knowledge, Tisdell said. He said he 
always wanted a text that would be 
accessible to absolute beginners, but 
“I haven’t been able to find a book 
like that so I decided to write one 
myself.” He said he wrote the book for 
those new to music and hopes it will 
“take 'em from zero” to an intermedi­
ate level on the guitar.
The book has 175 pages and will 
sell for SI5 at local book and music 
stores. Tisdell is handling the 
publication of the text himself.
The musician will be signing 
copies of his book at Dickinson’s 
from 1 to 2 p.m. He will also teach a 
workshop on “playing by ear” at the 
music store, immediately following 
the book-signing.
Later in the evening (7:30), Tisdell 
will be the host of a special expanded 
version of “The Radio Jamboree.” 
The show, which is usually 30 
minutes long, will be on the air until 
9 pm. as part of KUFM’s Public 
Radio Week. Tisdell*s performing 
guests will include jazz guitarist 
Raleigh McNeal, storyteller Raphael 
Christy and a local group-the Finley 
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Spend the summer working in America's premier desti­
nation resort! Sun Valley Company is hiring Waiters 
and Waitresses, Buspeople, Cashiers, Bakers, Cooks, 
Prep Cooks, Dishwashers and Convention Set-Ups staff. 
We will be interviewing at the University of Montana 
on Wednesday, May 2. Contact Career Services Office, 
Rm. 148, The Lodge for an interview. 243-2022
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ACCESSORY 
SALE!!
APRIL 20, 21, 22
See our insert 
in Thursday's
Missoulian
BIG SKY CYCLERY
2025 S. Higgins 543-3331
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A night 
on 
the town
Note: The 
following 
Bule hand 
Sparky 
experience is 
made up of 
excerpts 
from the 
duo's search 
for their biggest fan, Ward, in Missoula’s 
downtown nightspots.
8:22 p.m. We casually entered the 
Rhino and made our way through the 
crowd to the rear of the establishment. It 
was here that Ward was last sighted 
nearly a week earlier. Accompanying us 
was our entourage of four our respective 
(but not respectable) dates, our body­
guard Milo and Pookie, our photogra­
pher. Dejected by the absence of Ward, 
we ordered drinks and recorded said pur­
chase for tax purposes. Butch ordered a 
Boston Lobotomy. Sparky opted for a 
Connecticut Coniption.
8:34 p.m. Still no Ward. Ordered 
second round of drinks and recorded said 
purchase for tax purposes. Received 
complimentary peanuts and swizzle 
sticks from bartender. Sparky said this 
was “‘cause we’re famous.”
8:58 p.m. We planned to leave the 
Rhino earlier but we forgot, what with all 
the drinking. Butch commented on how 
pleased he was with the Rhino’s ambi­
ance. It is the only bar we’ve seen with a 
Rhino smashing through the south wall, 
or any wall for that matter. Sparky made 
lots of friends.
9:07 p.m. Milo left Ward Wanted 
poster at the bar with cute little barmaid. 
We were told that Ward might be at the 
Highlander.
9:46 p.m. We finally arrived at the 
Highlander after being detained for some 
time after Sparky paused to “do a little 
tinkle” in the yet-to-be-completed 
parking garage on the comer of Ryman 
and Main. While tinkling, Sparky slipped 
into the pit, landing in a pool of urine. 
“Hey, this isn’t all mine!” he exclaimed, 
shaking liquid from his hands. Milo 
rushed to the Fun Bus to get a rope to 
pull Sparky out
9:48 p.m. Our party was approached 
by several people admitting to reading, 
but not necessarily enjoying, our column. 
Sparky shook their hands.
9:49 pjn. Finally waded through the 
hordes of people with pagan insignia on 
their sweatshirts and ordered more 
alcohol and recorded said purchase for 
tax purposes. Butch ordered a Ragin’ 
Catholic Monk Sparky ordered a Nan-
Sparkg
fun Chib
Our experts 
on everything
tucket Nun- 
Stapper. Still 
no sign of 
Ward. We 
hurriedly 
downed our 
drinks 
because
Butch
announced he was “highly allergic” to Polo 
cologne and hairspray. We thanked the kind 
bartender and left a large tip. Outside, Butch 
commented that the clientele was very nice, 
but “they stink”
9:50 p.m. We went across the street to 
Maxwell’s, where Sparky tried to pick a 
fight with the ASUM Senate, screaming that 
they were butchering parlimentary proce­
dure and should not be drinking beer. Butch 
intervened, pointing out that the senate was 
not meeting and no business was being 
discussed. We attempted to order drinks, but 
the bartender was very slow. It wasn’t the 
cocktail waitress’s fault, but we still feel 
that, as Butch put it, “Maxwell’s has gone 
down the proverbial pooper.” Sparky, who 
spent the first two years of school drank at 
Maxwell’s, would have concurred, but was 
busy tossing lentil beans from his drink into 
Chris Warden’s hair. Still no sign of Ward. 
Sparky posted a Ward Wanted sign to Chris 
Warden’s forehead with a tack and we left 
10:14 p.m. While walking toward Red’s 
Bar, we were informed that Satan was 
inside. Sparky hugged Satan and said he was 
“much nicer in person.” We discovered later 
that “Satan” was not evil incarnate, but a 
guy from Butte with a big nose. We ordered 
drinks and attempted to record said purchase 
for tax purposes. Butch picked a fight with a 
Rastafarian whom he accused of talking to 
his date. Butch was thrown through a 
Hyundai parked at the curb. As it turned out, 
the woman in question was not Butch’s date. 
His date had left an hour earlier, unbe­
knownst to Butch, because she felt he was 
ignoring her. Butch claims that this was not 
true. He simply ceased to remember she 
existed because of his alcoholic fog.
10:19 p.m. Sparky noticed that his date 
was also missing. He blamed Chris Warden 
and attempted to re-enter Maxwell’s to 
“pummell that little butt hook” Still no 
Ward.
10:20 p.m. We ate at the Mo Club. 
Good burgers. Neat pictures. Excellent 
service. Big, really nice, courteous, 
helpful, big bartender.
10:32 p.m. We entered Stock’s and 
were immediately unimpressed. We 
ordered no drinks and recorded said 
purchase for tax purposes. Milo asked a 
girl if he could “bite you on the butt.” She 
said his statement was not very original 
and did not turn her on. They left the bar 
together after he asked if he could “polish 
your kneecaps with my tongue.” We did 
not see Milo until the following after­
noon. Milo, although thoroughly bruised, 
looked very relaxed.
10:33 Escaped Stock’s and fled to the 
Northern Pacific. We ordered some 
“homemade” beer, which left both Butch 
and Sparky severely beveraged. Pookie 
recorded said purchase for tax purposes 
‘cause Sparky couldn’t grip the pencil. 
Pookie commented that he wasn’t sure 
said purchases could be deducted from 
taxes. He also said he was unsure of his 
addition since he was “pretty damned 
toasted, too.” We were having so much 
fun, we forgot to look for Ward.
1:05 a.m. Arrived at Luke’s after a 
quick stop at the always-entertaining Top 
Hat. None of us are sure if we went to 
any other bars between the Northern 
Pacific and here. If we did, they were not 
memorable or we were too drunk to care. 
We concurred most profusely that Luke’s 
is the best bar in Missoula.
9:42 a.m. Woke up, sans Pookie, in 
the Fun Bus as it was being dragged by a 
locomotive through Clinton.
John “Butch” MacDonald and John 
“Sparky” Firehammer are seniors in 
journalism and are currently prepar­
ing a marveously witty commencement 
address just in case they are selected to 
speak.
Baffled By Bicycle Regulation?
GET YOUR
the University of Montana
Cyclist’s Survival 
Guide
Pick up your copy at ASUM offices, UC 105, 
or stop by our table in the UC Mall
TUESDAY, APRIL 24
Wien you'ie hungry 
far a rrvdnight snack, call 
Domino's Pizza* Well 
deliver a hot, fresh, made- 
fcxrder pizza io you 
door n 30 mrutes or less. 
Guaranteed Cail Domino's 
Pizza Nobody Defecs 
Beno**
721-7610
Mo“*‘ V. un. to 1 a.rt».
Sun-Taff*. X WBO Oommo » Mcm X 
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Fri&Sat
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Public Radio Week 
kicks off Saturday
By Fritz Neighbor 
for the Kaimin
Starting at 6 p.m. Saturday, David Purvi­
ance will be putting in some long hours. Real 
long hours.
Purviance’s 40-hour per week job as the 
development director for Montana Public 
Radio usually turns into a 120-hour one during 
the annual Public Radio Week, which begins 
Saturday.
And this year, the 25th anniversary of 
Montana Public Radio, the week is nine days 
long.
The goal for Montana Public Radio, sta­
tions KUFM in Missoula and KG PR in Great 
Falls, is to raise $185,000, about one-third of 
its operating budget
Purviance said Thursday he expects 250 to 
300 volunteers to answer phones and take 
donations during the week, which ends at 
midnight on April 29.
Montana Public Radio continues to grow, 
Purviance said, partly because Montana is 
such a big state, and that “means there’s not a 
lot of cultural opportunities.
“If you live in Polebridge, you may not be 
able to attend a symphony,” Purviance said. 
“We came to realize that we have the ability to 
provide information and culture throughout 
central and western Montana.”
Montana Public Radio can now be heard by 
40 percent of the state’s population.
Purvianceestimates 3,000 people from 130 
communities will call in to the volunteers at 
the phones.
“It’s wild and crazy, almost a little chaotic, 
and intentionally so,” Purviance said. “I don’t 
mean it’s disorganized — it’s very organized. 
I guess you could say that the station is a little 
staid during the year — and we let our hair 
down a little bit during Public Radio Week.” 
The “premiums” provide most of the off­
beat fun, Purviance said, because “listeners 
get caught up in the fun. It’s kind of an on-air 
marketplace.”
Purviance said, “There’s just hundreds of 
these things that get offered. One year. Chuck 
Jonkel offered to take somebody out in the 
wild and show them a grizzly bear if they 
donated $500.”
A $45 donation gets a commemorative 
shirt, screened with Montana Public Radio’s 
“Silver Service” logo. A $ 150 donation gets an 
autographed copy of Bill Kittredge and An- 
nick Smith’s anthology, “The Last Best Place.”
Anyone wishing to make a donation can 
call toll-free, 1-800-325-1565, or else call 
(406) 243-4931.
Jim'------------------
from page 8.
National Public Radio. His lyrics 
attest to his love for the wild places 
he has seen.
Stoltz spends time each year on 
the road, performing for schools, 
colleges, community concerts, cof­
feehouses, festivals and fairs. He 
has also appeared on network televi­
sion.
Stoltz attended college in Michi­
gan at Oakland University. He quit 
college to begin his career as a trav­
eling wilderness troubadour.
Stoltz has recorded three albums, 
“Spirit Is Still On the Run,” “For­
ever Wild," and “Listen to the Earth " 
An album for children, “A Kid For 
The Wild,” will soon be released. 
His albums will be on sale during his 
performances.
Stoltz will perform in Hamilton 
on April 21 at the Bitterroot Baptist 
Church. A kid’s show is scheduled 
for 3 p.m. with a family show at 7 
p.m.
The Missoula Earth Day perform­
ance at the Urey Lecture Hall will 
feature a noon performance for chil­
dren and a public performance at 3 
p.m. There is no charge for the con­
certs.
The concerts are being sponsored 
by Wilderness Watch, Five Valleys 
Audubon, ASUM Programming, 
Earth Awareness and the Student 
Action Center.
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Sports 
Briefs...
Griz netters 
try to qualify 
for championships
The UM men’s tennis 
team will have to win twice 
this weekend at the Northern 
Division matches in Cheney, 
Wash, to qualify for the Big 
Sky Conference meet
Montana will play Idaho 
at 8 a.m. and Boise State at 2 
p.m. on Friday. The action 
continues on Saturday with 
the Griz taking on MSU and 
Eastern Washington at 8 ajn. 
and 2 p.m. respectively.
Last weekend, the 
Bobcats defeated the Griz­
zlies 9-0 in Bozeman. That 
dropped UM’s record to 1-6 
in Big Sky play and 5-11 
overall
The Lady Griz tennis 
team beat MSU and Eastern 
Washington last weekend to 
capture a spot in the Big Sky 
Conference meet April 27-29 
in Boise, Idaho.
Baseball club 
to play MSU
The UM baseball club 
will have three chances to 
pick up its first win this 
weekend against MSU. A 
double header will start at 11 
a.m. Saturday, and the 
Sunday game will also begin 
at 11.
Baseball club coordinator 
Fritz Neighbor said he and 
redshirt pole vaulter Tom 
Plunkett will be starting 
pitchers in two of the games. 
The pitcher for the third 
game has not been decided.
Neighbor said he is 
confident the team will win at 
least one game. “With the 
lineup we are taking down 
there, one-through-nine in the 
order is strong.”
Two Lewistown natives, 
Kurt Hanson and Pat 
McKinney, provide the 
punch in the UM lineup. 
Hanson didn’t make the 
trip to Idaho last week 
because of a prior commit­
ment, and Neighbor said his 
presence will help in 
Bozeman.
Jesters to play 
Missoula Maggots 
on Saturday
If it gets a spark, the 
rugby match between the 
UM Jesters and the Missoula 
Maggots could turn into an 
inferno. Things will start to 
heat up at 1 p.m. at Playfair 
Park behind Missoula 
Sentinel High School 
Saturday,
The Jester record stands 
at 2-5. The team did not 
play last weekend because 
the Butte Crabs forfeited.
The last time these two 
teams met, the match was 
ended after a fight brake out 
The Maggots came out on 
top of that match by two 
points.
Jester assistant coach and 
player Les Edye said the 
Maggots are the best team in 
the state this year.
L——■!
UM takes on Huskies, Comhuskers in Seattle
Distance runners Jan- 
icka Peterson and Jennifer 
Gilette lead the distance 
squad. Peterson runs the 
3000 in a blistering 
9:28.15, while Gilette runs 
the 5000 in 17:17.43.”
Nebraska assistant 
coach Mark Kostek says 
his men’s team is “talent­
laden” in the sprints.
By Frank Field 
Sports Editor
The Montana Grizzlies 
will be in Seattle this 
weekend to compete in the 
University of Washington 
Invitational track meet 
against UW and the Uni­
versity of Nebraska.
Although UW and 
Nebraska are bigger 
schools with larger track 
programs, head coach Dick 
Koontz says they can’t hurt 
Montana’s performance.
He says, “It’s only 
going to help our perform­
ance to be in competition 
with people who are good. 
Hopefully, the better com­
petition will push us to 
better times.”
UW standouts include 
Todd Wilson and Kevin 
Marks in the shot put. 
Wilson has thrown 58-feet, 
2.5 inches for personal 
best, while Marks’ best is 
54-8 this season.
In the running events, 
the Huskies have a couple of quick 1500-me ter 
runners in Stormy Shannon and Bruce McDow­
ell. Shannon ran a 3:47.6 this year, and McDow­
ell has run the 1500 in 3:47.54.
On the women’s side, UW’s strength is in the 
sprints. Leslie Campbell leads the sprinters with
GRIZZLY distance runners, freshmen Clint Morrison and David Morris, lead a 
pack through the water barrier of the steeplechase at the UM Invitational April 
7. The track team will be In Seattle this weekend to compete against the 
University of Washington and the University of Nebraska.
Photo by PaifC Miknltoo
an 11.8 second 100-mcter dash, and a 24.8 200- 
metcr dash.
Behind her isTammi Mathewson, who runs 
the 100 in 12 seconds flat
Next is Esrenee Cunningham, who runs the
100 in 12.21 and the 200 in 24.91.
Not really.
“We can’t spend the season trying to prepare 
for Washington and Nebraska,” says Koontz. 
“You don’t worry about it. If we were afraid of 
the team score before we got there, we’d beat 
ourselves. I think it’ll be a positive experience.”
Cutthroat and bull trout suffering in Missoula-area rivers
By Nathan J. Olson 
Kaimin Reporter
Thecutihroat and bull trout popu­
lations in Missoula area rivers are 
so small that estimates can’t be made 
on them, a fisheries biologist for the 
Montana Department of Fish, Wild­
life & Parks said Thursday.
Dennis Workman said a decline 
in the westslope cutthroat and bull 
trout populations in the Bitterroot, 
Blackfoot and Clark Fork Rivers 
was caused by overfishing and habi­
tat destruction and alteration. Work­
man said the department discov­
ered the decline in the last few years. 
He also said the department wasn’t 
able to make an accurate count of 
the populations in the past because 
the departmentdidn’t have the man­
power or resources to gather the ap­
propriate data.
Cutthroats and bull trout have 
been overfished because they are 
more easily caught than other kinds 
of trout and habitat destruction and 
alteration are tougher on those trout 
because they are more sensi tive than 
other trout to changes in their envi­
ronment, he said. The strongest 
populations of the trout are in the 
headwaters of the rivers, he said.
Workman said the decline in the 
trout populations has caused the 
department to make it mandatory 
catch and release for cutthroats and 
bull trout on the Blackfoot (and all 
tributaries of the Blackfoot) and 
cutthroats on the main stem and 
West Fork of the Bitterroot.
These are the only places in the 
.area where Jaw requires catch and
release, but the department is ask­
ing fishermen to release all cut­
throats and bull trout they catch in 
the Clark Fork too, Workman said.
This is the first year that law has 
required catch and release in cer­
tain areas; for the last two years it 
has been voluntary catch and re­
lease.
Workman said it will be hard to 
enforce this law because of the dif­
ficulty in distinguishing between 
the cutthroat and rainbow trout. 
“Sometimes a fish biologist or sea­
soned fisherman can’t tell the dif­
ference between a cutthroat and a 
rainbow,” he said.
Cutthroats have a bright orange 
slash on each side of their lower 
jaws and also small, irregularly 
shaped black spots (sparse on the 
belly). The cutthroats spots are more 
dense toward the rear of the fish. 
Rainbows haveapink or red midside 
band that is usually present.
Some private organizations have 
been helping the department out 
with the problem. “Trout Unlim­
ited has been very helpful,” Work­
man said. Their money is helping 
the department in the purchasing of 
advertisements. He said the group 
is buying space on billboards around 
the valley asking sportsmen to re­
lease all cutthroats they catch. 
Though the department doesn’t 
receive any general tax dollars, 
money brought in by the selling of 
hunting and fishing licenses helps 
in their cause, he said, adding, 
“Jhat’s how all our work is funded.”
Besides catching and releasing. 
Workman said, fishermen can help 
out by reporting anything that looks 
like it could be destructive to trout 
habitat. For example, muddy water 
is caused by construction going on 
near the rivers. Anglers can report 
such activities to Workman’s of­
fice, the Water Quality Bureau or 
the soil conservation district in the 
county they happen to be in.
Workman said the department’s 
long-term goal is to take the cut­
throat and bull trout populations
Summer Jobs
in
Virginia City, MT
Jmume 7 Through Sejpftemnilbxeir 3,090
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE!
• Cooks
• Clerks
Wait Staff
Anthony Adkinson, 
last year’s junior college 
national champion in the 
100, dashes the race in 
10.38. Junior James Cobb 
is ranked fifth in the world 
in the 200 with a time of 
20.77.
Steeplechase runner 
Joe Kirby is ranked num­
ber one in the nation with 
an 8.38 personal best.
On the women’s side, 
X imena Restrepeo, a for­
mer Colombian Olympic 
athlete, runs the 400 in 
less than 51 seconds.
Is Koontz concerned 
about all that talent?
from their present low to whatever 
the habitat can support. The depart­
ment hopes to eventually give an­
glers the opportunity to keep fish 
they catch, he said.
Despite the bad situation, Work­
man is optimistic about the recov­
ery of the trout. “So long as we 
continue to improve our knowledge 
of the habitat and population, I can’t 
see why we couldn’t improve the 
situation out there,” he said. “A lot 
of it is a habitat problem with all the 
species.”
Housekeeping
Train Crew
• And More! 
Call 843-5471
Classifieds April 20, 1990
Rates and 
Information 
To place a classified 
advertisement, stop by the 
Kalmin office In Journalism 206. 
Classified advertisements m ust be 
prepaid. We do not accept ads 
over the telephone, except from 
campus departments. The 
deadline is two days prior to 
publication by 5 p.m.
Classified Rates for students, 
faculty, staff, and non-profit 
organizations:
$ .80 per 5-word line per day.
Local Open Rate:
$ .90 per 5-word line per day.
Consecutive Days Discount: 
$ .04 per line per day.
Lost and Found Ads:
No charge for a two-day run.
Personals
adventure awaits YOU - YOU 
DON’T WANT A REAL JOB! Write for 
over 200 listings on 50,000+ positions in ski 
resorts, volunteer, study abroad, national 
parks, performance, cruise lines. Send $5.00 
to Renaissance Resources, Box 652 Driggs, 
ID 83422. 4-20-2
Small Wonders Futons - Annual Spring 
Sale 10% - 20% off through April.
All cotton and wool. Cotton futons 
handcrafted here in Missoula. 100% cotton 
mattress pads available now. Custom work 
available, layaways welcome. Hours: 
Tuesday-Saturday, 11-5, ‘till 7pm Fridays. 
125 S. Higgins. 721-2090. 4-19-2
FRIDAY SPECIAL: Buy any salad or 
sandwich from our Deli case and get a 
medium fountain drink for a quarter! UC 
Market OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK. 
4-20-1
“Use it or 
lose it!”
Happy 21 st Birthday, Thomas Padden! Part 
it up! Love, The Queen. 4-20-1
Rhino Press: “Band on the Run, Again” 
It's Friday Night once again at the new era 
wineshop, The Rhinoceros. The tearful, 
blubbering duo of Petulie Tyedye and Free 
Headspace have ordered a happy hour $2.00 
pitcher of Miller Draft to drown their 
sorrows. The campus security goons have 
confiscated lheirpooches, Sprout and Stump, 
and sent them to doggie detention. Free is 
especially fearfull because be has heard 
rumors that the psychophysiology research 
department is looking for three-legged dogs 
for various unsundry purposes. Spike 
Anarchy and Marshall Stack enter the bar 
and run up to Bob the Bartender to order four 
Cuervo Kamikaze jello Slimers. Marshall, 
gasping for breath, says, “We need these 
quick. Bob. The campus security chumps 
are hard on our tracks for putting a cobalt- 
blue mohawk on the grizzly statue.” Bob 
asks, "Why ‘cha do that?” A puffing Spike 
replies, “We were protesting the $25.00 
ticket we each got for not parking our bikes 
in designated areas.” Seeing flashing lights 
outside the front of the bar, Marshall says to 
Spike,“Come on. Lets go do some more 
crimes,” and they quickly exit... 4-20-1
Men's group: Support group to talk about 
men's concerns. Meets Mondays, 7-9pm 
Rm 114 in UC. Call 243-4711 for sign-ups. 
4-19-2
Wanna FAX?
Do it in the Mansfiled Library Interlibrary
Loan Dept. $1.00 per page, 243-6736. 
4-18-3
Join Representative Pat Williams in 
addressing EARTH DAY 1990 in social 
science 352 at 2:30, Friday April 20. 
Everyone Welcome! Sponsored by UM 
College Democrats. 4-18-3
STOP ACADEMIC DIFFICULTY! 
SPECIAL HELP SESSIONS EVERY 
MONDAY 12:10-1:00, LA 105. BRING 
YOUR CATALOG, LUNCH, A FRIEND. 
243-2835 for more information. 4-20-1
GAMBLERS ANONYMOUS
Also welcomes students, faculty, staff, 
friends and family of compulsive gamblers. 
We meet Tuesdays at 3pm in the UC. Call 
243-4711 for more information. 4-20-2
Godfather’s 
PizzaOne coupon per pizza. 
Not valid with specials.
Expires: 6-30-90
Holiday Village 
Brooks & Stephens 
721-FOOD
Spend this weekend with the College 
Democrats! Meet Pat Williams, Max Baucus, 
Mike Cooney and Nancy Keenan. 
Workshops, socials and a banquet - All for 
$15. Call 243-1731 for ticket info. 4-17-4
AS UM Programming coordinator positions 
available. Pop concerts, performing arts, 
advertising, special events. Applications 
available UC 104. Due April 27, interviews 
May 1-4. 4-17-8
Practical Computer Solution Preventive 
Maintenance Repair. Now only $28.50 for 
complete computer and printer cleaning. Call 
542-2031, ask for Mike. 4-17-4
Sweetheart Ball coming May 11. Fun!
4-17-4
What are you waiting for? Come 
SEARCHin' April 27,28 and 29! Call 
728-3845 formore info! 4-12-10
Pregnant? Need help? Free pregnancy test
Confidential. Birthright 549-0406. 
10-31-90
Help Wanted
If you enjoy music and would like to be a 
disk jockey or have DJ experience, please 
call 542-2898,728-6655. 4-17-4
ATTENTION: EASY WORK -
EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at 
home. Derails, (1) 602-838-8885 ext W- 
4066. 4-19-8
Work study positions available for spring 
and summer. Office and kennel du ties. Must 
enjoy working with animals! Call Rob, 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
721-7576. 4-19-4
Bookkeeper/receptionist, part-time now,full- 
time summer. Computer experience helpful. 
Bookkeeping experience a must Send 
resume to P.O. Box 4633, Missoula, MT 
59806, Attn: Mark, by 4-27-90. Include 
class schedule. 4-19-6
Part-time housekeeper needed 15-30 hours 
per week. Call 251-2250. 4-19-10
Work study students only. Janitor position 
open at Sussex School $6/hour. Call Robin, 
721-1696. 4-19-4
Recreation leader - conduct youth T-ball and 
Peewee Baseball program, instruct arts and 
crafts, classes, office duties. Apply at Parks 
and Recreation office, 100 Hickory. 
Deadline: Monday, April 23,5pm. 4-19-2
NANNIES required for East Coast families. 
Great working conditions. Evenings & 
weekends off. 1-yr. contracts. Airfare paid. 
No fee. Min. $150.00/week. More for 
experience. CLASSIC NANNIES: 1-800- 
663-6128. 4-18-19
ALASKA cannery and fishing employment 
opportunities. Secure that summer job. Save 
time and effort. Complete directory. (206) 
771-3811. 4-18-17
Summer in the California redwoods. 
Concession on the Skunk R.R. has the 
following positions available: Cook, cook's 
helper, kitchen and sales. $4.35 per hour. 
Nature lovers only. 707-459-2132. 4-18-3 
POOL MANAGER NEEDED June thru 
August. Apply to Town of Superior, Box 
726, Superior, MT59872. Current WSI card 
required. Phone 822-4672. 4-18-8
Attention Juniors and Seniors: part-time 
employment, 15 hours/week. Full-time 
summer internships in insurance/securities 
industry with leading national company. 
Excellent training and business experience 
foryourresume. Excellentincomepotential. 
Contact Sharon Johnson, Director of Agency 
Development Link, Minnick and Associates. 
728-6699. 4-18-3
Summer Employment. Beautiful-Rustic- 
Outdoor setting. Maids-Cooks-Bartender 
positions open. Begin weekends 
immediately. Full-time June-September. 
Training/housing provided. Schedule 
interviews, 728-3258,1:30-3:30 pm/5:30 - 
7 pm. 4-12-7
Summer empoyees needed for waterpark 
operation in California. Must provide own 
transportation and lodging in South Bay area 
of L.A. Lifeguards, cashiers, management 
Send cover letter and resume to: Roger 
Elliott, Box2311 Columbia Falls,MT 59912. 
4-11-10
For Sale
Keyboards -Ensoniq Mirage Sampler, Korg 
Poly-800, both w/case. Excellent condition, 
721-5274. 4-20-4
Pets
One large and two medium Piranhas for sale. 
Call 243-3491. 4-12-6
Roommates 
Needed
Roommate wanted. Male, female to share 
house. Country living close to Missoula. 
$230Anonih + 1/2 util. 273-2798. 4-10-10
Female, nonsmoker, $165+ 1/2 util., spring 
and summer, 543-4439, keep trying. 4-18-3
Business
Opportunities
Employment opportunities?
FAX it
at the Mansfield Library Interlibrary Loan
Dept $1.00perpage,243-6736. 4-18-3
Services
Need a mechanic you can trust? UM student, 
19 years experience. All work guaranteed. 
Reasonable rates. 251-3291. Ask for Bob.
Procrastinating?
FAX it
at the Mansfield Library Interlibrary Loan
Dept $1.00perpage, 243-6736. 4-18-3
Masters Thesis?
After all that hard work, let a 
PROFESSIONAL editor make it shine. Kay 
&Co. 721-3000. 4-12-14
Automotive
Datsun 280 ZX, 5 speed manual, air 
conditioning, Sony AM/FM tape deck. Great 
Condition! Best offer. Phone Leif at 
721-2656 - leave message.
Red Nissan 300 ZX, 50th Anniversary 
editionl984. Excellent condition, PS, PB, 
power windows, rear defrost/wiper alarm 
sys., cruise, AM/FM cassette, tilt, 5-speed, 
a.c. $6950.00 o.b.o. 5491312. 4-13-5
Transportation
One-way airline ticket to Nashville via 
Minneapolis for June 14. $150, call Kim, 
549-1090. 4-20-3
Sports Sale
Used bicycle and outdoor gear sale April 25,
UCmall. Buy or sell. Campus Rec. Outdoor
Program, 243-5172 4-20-3
Typing
Word Processing, Editing. Expert services 
for manuscripts, theses, resumes, 
correspondence. The Text Professionals. 
728-7337. 3-30-37
Fast Accurate Verna Brown
543-3782. 3-29-38
Fast, efficient word processing with spell 
check. Carol Junkert, 5491051. 4-17-28
Frazzled by footnotes? Let Wordcraft
Word Processing help. On-campus service. 
549-4621. 3-29-33
Scanning
Text or Graphics. High accuracy/resolution; 
low prices. $20 minimum. Copyrighted 
material requires permission. SCANCOMP 
549-0251. 3-30-24
Lost & Found
Lost: A wallet & checkbook in downtown 
area. If found, please call 543-5039. Reward. 
4-19-2
Found: One pair Rx glasses at basketball 
court south of Miller Hall. Inquire at Miller 
Hall front desk. 4-19-2
Lost: Portable cassette player with
2 rechargeable A A batteries, no cover. Lost 
in J 309. CaB Rae Ann, 721-7833. 4-20-2
Recycle !
Bring old Kaimins 
to Journalism 206
SPRING COLORS OF BENETTON
Have you made travel 
plans with Travel Connection?
IF NOT........WHY?
• convenient on-campus location
• reliable delivery service
Your travel dollars are 
reinvested in the University
FACULTY • STAFF- STUDENTS 
We are here to serve you!
uc
Campus 
Court
V
travelConnection (°ffCamPus*)
.........................  J
549-2286
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Access--------------------------
from page 1.
they have a class.”
ADSUM President Larry Watson agreed: “In regard 
to priorities, the sidewalk system is not the number one 
priority, except for maybe curb cuts... Right now the 
sidewalk system is usable.”
UM President James Koch said such criticisms were 
unfair. Funding forthe proposed business building would 
come from an entirely different source than the rest of the 
improvements, he said.
The planned building and accessibility improvements 
are “basically non-competitive,” Koch said.
The construction has “been on tap for a long time,” he 
said. “It seemed entirely appropriate to put it at the top.”
UM has been asking the Legislature for funding for the 
building since 1983, Koch said.
Koch also disagreed with Devers and Watson about 
UM’S sidewalks, saying they are used by everyone and 
deserve to be placed high on the list
Classes can be rescheduled for disabled students, 
Koch said, so that those students can avoid access prob­
lems such as a lack of elevators, or elevators with hard-to- 
open manual doors.
But students in wheelchairs can’t avoid using the
Earth----------------------------
from page 1.
that support the environment is not difficult.
“There’s this perception that in order to live an envi­
ronmentally viable lifestyle, we have to give up every­
thing and live in a cave,” Bennett said. “This just isn’t 
true.”
Jam il Brown son, a geography professor and a former 
student activist, called on people to educate themselves 
about how they can change daily habits.
“There’s a cornucopia of books out that... right down 
to your kids, gives you an idea of how to make this abetter 
world,” Brownson said.
People have the responsibility to become educated, he 
continued. Too often, Brownson said, people “don’t 
really realize the difference between what is an environ­
mentally dangerous product and what is not.”
“Put your bucks where they count,” he challenged.
One way consumers can support the environment is to 
buy products made with recycled material, according to 
Carol Alette, a Recycle Missoula! volunteer who has co­
ordinated citywide Earth Day events on behalf of the 
National Wildlife Federation.
“All the recycling in the world doesn’t help if there 
isn’t a demand for the product,” she said.
Local environmentalists also want to convince area 
businesses and local government to become more envi­
ronmentally astute. Recently, Recycle Missoula! com­
mandeered a project to put recycling bins in two down­
town locations far local businesses.
Recycling volunteers have also met with Mayor Dan 
Kemmis and encouraged the city to use recycled paper 
for city business. According to Kemmis, the city has 
begun checking with suppliers who sell recycled paper 
Watchdog---------------------
from page 7.
working relationship,” he says.
Although the coalition has made strides in five years, 
it will continue to advocate for the river as long as serious 
problems remain, Nielsen and Farting say.
Mining waste from the four Superfund sites on the 
river between Butte and Missoula represent “the most 
perplexing and the largest pollution source we’ve got on 
the river system,” Fading says, “but by no means is it the 
only major source.”
Irrigation diversions that lower water levels, city 
sewage plants, groundwater contaminants, pesticide 
runoff and logging road erosion all contribute pollutants, 
he says, adding that controlling phosphate and nitrogen 
pollution and regulating reservoir levels and proposed 
mines on the lower river present ongoing challenges to 
Wilderness Watch Both performances
Five Valleys Audubon in the
ASUM Programming Urey Lecture Hall
and the
Student Action Center
■nresent
Walkin' Jim Stoltz
in concert
April 22nd, Earth Day
12:00 Children’s Show
3:00 General Public Show
Admission Is free!
sidewalks, he said.
“If you can’t get to the building to begin with, you 
can’t use the elevators,” Koch said.
The current business building is hard for disabled 
students to move around in, Koch said, which is another 
good reason to build a new, completely accessible home 
for the business school.
Watson said that ADSUM officers will ask for a copy 
of the administration’s campus improvement wish list 
The group will change the order of priorities on the list 
to its members’ liking, then submit their list to UM 
officials.
“Our priorities don’t match their priorities, and we’ll 
work to remedy that with the university administration,” 
Watson said.
The order of the administration’s priorities “shows 
their lark of education and awareness with regard to 
disability access. ...Evidently our communication broke 
down somewhere along the line,” he said.
Jim Marks, the director of Disability Services for 
Students, said, “I understand that the prioritization is 
very difficult and I understand that we live in a resource­
poor state. But when someone’s civil rights are being 
denied,” Montanans should act to fix the situation.
and is preparing to make the switch.
But making small, community-based changes is at 
the crux of environmentalism, according to Peter Niel­
son, director of the Clark Fork Coalition.
For instance, the coalition led the crusade that re­
sulted in Missoula’s phosphate detergent ban, Nielson 
said. Because it was a small community project, the 
effort “was not big enough peanuts for industry to fight,” 
he explained.
“Local action is where it’s at,” he said.
Though none would denounce its importance, sev­
eral environmental activists cautioned individuals to 
look skeptical 1 y at the media splash that Earth Day made 
this year.
Bill Haskins, who helped start the Ecology Center, a 
local environmental information clearing house, poi n ted 
to the “glossy ads” far Earth Day printed in non- 
recyclable magazines.
On the one hand, Haskins said, extensive media 
coverage of Earth Day is beneficial if it “gets people to 
sit up and take notice.”
But, Haskins said, people need to “keep examining 
things, keep prodding.
“If someone claims to be environmentally sound, 
make them own up to it,” he advised.
Above all, people who want to save the Earth 
shouldn’ t take no for an answer, Mike Bader said. Bader 
is the founder of the Alliance for the Wild Rockies, a 70- 
member international organization working to protect 
the Rocky Mountain region.
“Don’t ever believe people when they say, * it can’t be 
done,* or ‘you’ll never make a difference,’ “ Bader 
warned.
the Clark Fork.
Nielsen and Fading are guardedly optimistic about 
the Clark Fork’s health in the 1990s, but expect the 
future vitality of the region to be tied to it The Clark 
Fork’s recreation potential and its fishery are improving 
slowly, and the public has recognized the river as a valu­
able asset to basin towns, Farting says. The City of 
Missoula, for example, has spent $23 million on a riv­
erfront park system, he says.
“We certainly hope we’re not dealing with a lot of the 
same issues,” Farting says. “We’ll probably be in the 
Superfund watchdogging business, though.”
Says Nielsen: “The river will at least be as clean as it 
is today 10 or 20 years from today, but whether or not it 
will be any cleaner than this will depend on decisions we 
make in the next year or two.”
—C-----^ AssociatedStudents
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Students!
The past few weeks have been very busy at 
ASUM, with many student issues and events. The Sena­
tors have a new office, (as do most of the people at 
ASUM!) and are holding regular office hours daily. Please 
come in and meet your student representatives and offer 
imput into the many issues with which they deal.
We're happy to have some of the directors in place 
and actively pursuing their respective ASUM depart­
mental responsibilities. Greg Fine is our newly selected 
SLA Director, Glenda Skillen is busy with SAC activities, 
and Rob Beckham is continuing to pursue a variety of 
programming activities.
Garden Plots are Still available.
Managers are busy getting plots marked off and 
checking pipes and lines. Hopefully planting will begin 
next week as soon as the power and water are turned on. 
Come in now and sign up. Brian McNitt and Todd 
Struckman are the managers. ___________ ■
The senate table project in the U.C. ran into 
some organizational and communication difficulties 
this week. Ok, it didn't happen! But there will defi­
nitely be one next Tuesday. Please feel free to ask 
questions and obtain information on current or 
future issues concerning students.
Alice Hinshaw 
ASUM Vice President
The Student Legislative Action Center is 
starting to gear up for the Legislative session next 
year, and there are many way that you can contrib­
ute to help make our efforts in Helena successful. 
Your time, energy and ideas help us to be prepared 
in Helena. Without you there is no SLA. Remember, 
the "S" stands for STUDENT.
Greg Fine 
SLA Director
Dates to Remember
CURRENT COMMITTEE OPENINGS FOR 
STUDENT PARTICIPATION. 
Student Legislative Action 
Bylaws Committee 
Communication
Voter Information/Registration 
Hometown Bandwagon
ASUM OFFICERS
Chris Warden, ASUM President
Alice Hinshaw , ASUM Vice-President 
Doug Wagner, ASUM Business Manager 
243-2451
ASUM SENATORS
Paid for by ASUM
549-6896 
728-4366 
721-5253 
549-6189 
728-2881 
728-9700 
549-4139 
243-1006 
549-4270 
728-3532
